
An Application Domain Speci�c Languagefor Describing Board Games �John W. Romein Henri E. Bal Dick GruneVrije UniversiteitDepartment of Mathematics and Computer ScienceAmsterdam, The Netherlandsfjohn,bal,dickg@cs.vu.nlAbstract Multigame is an implicitly-parallel,domain-speci�c language for describing boardgames. The Multigame system automatically ex-ploits parallelism (by searching game trees in paral-lel), without any involvement from the programmer.The paper describes the language and its implemen-tation on a Myrinet-based distributed system. Italso gives performance results for Multigame appli-cations.Keywords: application oriented language, parallel,distributed, game-tree search1 IntroductionAlthough many high-level parallel program-ming systems have been designed, writing ex-plicitly parallel programs still is a di�cult task.On the other hand, extracting parallelism au-tomatically from a sequential program is ex-tremely hard for the compiler and has so farmainly been successful for applications withregular parallelism. An interesting alterna-tive is to automatically exploit parallelism inprograms written in application domain spe-ci�c languages. For such languages, the imple-mentation (compiler and run-time system) canuse knowledge about the application domain toexploit parallelism, without any involvement�This research is supported by a PIONIER grantfrom the Netherlands Organization for Scienti�c Re-search (N.W.O.).

from the programmer. Such languages thustrade general-purposeness for ease of program-ming and implicit parallelism.In our research, we study the design andparallel implementation of such application do-main speci�c languages. As a �rst step, wehave designed a language (called Multigame)for describing board games. We have chosenthis domain because it is well-de�ned and alarge amount of literature already exists aboutparallel game-tree search. Also, game-treesearch is known to be hard to parallelize ef-�ciently [18], making parallelization of Multi-game programs a challenging task. In this pa-per, we describe the design and parallel imple-mentation of Multigame.The outline of this paper is as follows. InSection 2, we describe the Multigame language.Next, in Section 3 we give some background in-formation about sequential and parallel gametree search. In Section 4 the Multigame sys-tem is described. Section 5 gives initial perfor-mance numbers, and in Section 6 we describefuture work and draw conclusions.2 MultigameMultigame is an application domain orientedlanguage for describing board games. To createa manageable problem, we designed a languagethat is solely intended for board games, so cardgames (like bridge) and computer-games (like



Tetris and Doom) cannot be expressed. Boardsare assumed to be rectangular, although it ispossible to fold a three-dimensional \board"(e.g., Rubik's cube) to a two-dimensional rep-resentation. The game is either played byone player (e.g. the 15-puzzle) or two play-ers (e.g. chess, checkers, connect-4 and tic-tac-toe). Furthermore, the game must have perfectinformation, so a game like stratego is excludedbecause one cannot see the identity of the op-ponent's pieces. Finally, we exclude games thatdepend on randomness (e.g., backgammon can-not be expressed, because it uses a die).A Multigame program speci�es the rules ofa game in a formal way. It �rst contains decla-rations that describe the size of the board andthe pieces used. The rest of the program de-scribes the legal moves, using a combination ofthe Logo- and Prolog programming paradigms.knight move =find own knight,pickup,orthogonal, step,either rotate 45 or rotate -45, step,not points at own piece, putdown.Figure 1: Example knight move in chessInstead of giving a formal description of thelanguage, we give an intuitive example of afragment of the well-known game of chess. Fig-ure 1 shows how a knight move can be ex-pressed in Multigame. We assume that thepiece names have already been declared cor-rectly. Briey, the function �nds a knight ofthe player who is to move, picks it up, andtakes one step in either the North, East, South,or West direction; next, it changes direction45 degrees clockwise or counterclockwise, takesanother step, and then, if the target �eld is notoccupied by a piece of the same player, puts theknight down.The language has implicit knowledge aboutgeneral properties of game playing. For exam-ple, if the knight moves outside the edges ofthe board, the move fails and will no longer

be considered. Also, if a statement speci�es toplace a piece onto a �eld and the �eld happensto be occupied by another piece, the originalpiece will be removed from the board. This isthe way to implement capturing moves.Many statements introduce multiple contin-uations. For example, if a player still has bothknights, the �nd own knight statement resultsin two possible actions. Likewise, the orthogo-nal statement continues in four di�erent direc-tions. This reects the similarity to the Prologprogramming style. In fact, the code that isgenerated by the Multigame compiler does fullbacktracking for these statements.The language has several other features thatare not discussed here. It is general enoughto allow many games to be expressed. Mostimportantly, the language is completely freefrom any statement that expresses parallelism,work- or data distribution, communication,synchronization, or deadlock prevention, whichgreatly simpli�es the programmer's task.3 Game tree searchOne of the most important aspects of our workis how to e�ciently implement Multigame pro-grams on parallel systems. Before we discussthe Multigame implementation, we �rst outlinesome general issues of computer game playing.In particular, we discuss sequential and paral-lel game-tree search.3.1 Sequential game-tree searchWhenever a game playing program is to makea move, the program searches a so called game-tree to �nd the best move from the given boardposition. For one-player games (e.g. the 15-puzzle) the goal is to �nd the shortest sequenceof moves from a problem instance to a targetsolution. For two-player games, the move tothe best obtainable position is searched underthe assumption that the opponent replies withthe best countermove.Game-tree search is essentially repeatedlythinking moves ahead. Each node in the treecorresponds to a position; each edge to a child



corresponds to a possible move from that po-sition. Unfortunately, most games of interestgenerate trees that are too large to be fullysearched. Although good search algorithmswill avoid searching uninteresting parts of thetree, we are still forced to limit the number ofmoves thought ahead in some way.
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Figure 2: Example game-treeFigure 2 shows a two-person minimax treeof depth three. The numbers in the leaf nodesof the tree are static evaluation values; a highvalue indicates that the position is advanta-geous for the white player. In the interiornodes, white maximizes its children's values,while black minimizes them. From the rootposition, white decides to do the �rst move,expecting that black will continue the grayshaded line of play.Good search algorithms, like alpha-beta [9],MTD(f) [14] and ProofNumber search [1] (fortwo-player games) and IDA* [10] (for one-player games) do not search all children of anode, but prune sub-trees that are irrelevantfor the decision of which move to make fromthe root position. This can lead up to ordersquare reductions of the number of nodes thatare evaluated.For example, the alpha-beta algorithmprunes children which are proofed to be unin-teresting. A node is searched within a so-called(�-�) window, which states that the value ofthe node is only interesting if it lies within thewindow. If the value is smaller than �, theposition is too bad because the algorithm al-ready found a way to reach a better position; if

the value is greater than �, the position is toogood because the algorithm has already seenthat the opponent has a way to avoid this po-sition. The root node is searched with bounds(�1, 1). The algorithm recursively searchesthe children of a node one by one. The resultsof the search of child nmight tighten the searchwindow that is used for child n+1. In the casethat � >= � it makes the search of the rest ofthe children unnecessary, pruning large partsof the search tree.The search algorithms can use a varietyof game-independent heuristics to guide thesearch, such that most promising children aresearched �rst. Examples of important and wellknown heuristics are iterative deepening [17],transposition tables [7], and the history heuris-tic [15].3.2 Parallel game-tree searchUsually a game playing program can improveits quality by searching the game-tree deeper.Because of the exponential growth of the tree,searching one ply deeper takes an order of mag-nitude more time. Having multiple processorscooperate is a natural way to reduce the totalsearch time.One of the most important aspects in ourresearch is to investigate how we can exploitparallelism in Multigame programs in a trans-parent way. We assume that Multigame pro-grams will be run on distributed-memory mul-ticomputers (e.g. a collection of workstations),so we try to exploit coarse-grained parallelism.The current system can also generate code forshared-memory systems.Parallelism can be found in several compo-nents of the game playing program. However,most parallelism is too �ne-grained. Only thesearch engine provides a reasonable amount ofcoarse-grained parallelism, which can be ex-ploited by having multiple processors search-ing multiple children of a node simultaneously.The sequential search algorithms are modi�edto do parallel search. This is easy for IDA*,but it is hard to parallelize alpha-beta [6] andProofNumber search e�ciently.



There are several ways to parallelize alpha-beta [2]. The problem with parallel alpha-beta is that the search window (�-�) of childn+ 1 depends on the search result of child n,so alpha-beta search (and MTD(f), which isbased on alpha-beta) is inherently sequential.When child n + 1 is searched simultaneouslywith child n, the search window for n+1 mustbe guessed conservatively.Another problem is how to e�ciently imple-ment the heuristics on a distributed-memoryparallel system. A transposition table, for ex-ample, essentially is a shared data structurethat is accessed (read and written) very fre-quently, by all processors. Implementing sucha data structure on a system without sharedmemory is very di�cult.In general, parallel game-tree search su�ersfrom several kinds of overhead.� Search overhead is caused by the fact thatthe parallel version of a search algorithmmay search more nodes than its sequentialvariant.� Synchronization overhead occurs when aprocessor that computes the value of anode has to wait until the values of itschildren have been computed.� Communication overhead results from thelatency of messages that are sent from oneprocessor to another and the time to pro-cess them.� Load imbalance might lead to an unevendistribution of the work over processors.An important problem is that each attempt tolower one kind of overhead generally results inan increase of the other kinds of overhead.4 The Multigame systemIn this section we describe the implementationof Multigame. We �rst give a general overviewof the Multigame system. Next, we discussparallel search in Multigame in more detail.Finally, we look at the implementation of two

important heuristics: transposition tables andthe history heuristic.4.1 Overview of the Multigame sys-tem
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Figure 3: Structure of the Multigame system.The Multigame system generates a parallelgame playing program from a Multigame spec-i�cation. Figure 3 shows how all components�t together. The front-end compiler generatesgame-speci�c code. The compiler uses a librarythat provides functions that are common toseveral or all games. The generated code isANSI-C, which is portable and e�cient1.The primary task of the front-end compileris to generate a move-generator from a Multi-game program. The move generator acceptsthe current board position and computes allpositions that can be reached by doing a legalmove. The move generator runs sequentially,because the parallelism within the move gen-erator is too �ne-grained to be e�ciently ex-ploited on o�-the-shelf hardware.The library provides components that arecommon to several games. The programmerselects which components must be used as com-1Optionally, extensions of the GNU C compilercan be used for even more e�ciency, such as con-trolled register allocation and indivisible read-modify-write instructions.



mand line options when invoking the Multi-game compiler.One of the most important components inthe library is the set of search strategies, fromwhich the programmer can select one. Sincethe search algorithms used by Multigame arepart of the library, the knowledge about par-allel execution is thus implemented in the li-brary. This is in contrast to parallelizing com-pilers, which must analyze the program beingcompiled to discover parallelism.The Multigame library also contains theheuristics that are mostly game-independent,such as iterative deepening, transposition ta-bles, and history tables. The programmer se-lects which heuristics are used, and speci�esoptions like table size and update strategies.Other components in the library include spe-ci�c code to support a variety of platforms,including Solaris, Amoeba, and the Panda [4]portability layer. It also implements a genericuser interface, which looks like a shell and ac-cepts commands like \set search depth to 17",\give me a hint", \move king from a4 to b4",and \print transposition table statistics".An evaluation function is highly game-dependent. Ideally we would like the front-endcompiler to generate appropriate evaluationfunctions from the rules of the game, but thisis very hard to do [13] and is not part of our re-search. Therefore, the programmer can option-ally provide a hand-written evaluation functionfor a speci�c game to improve the quality of theplaying program. We have ported evaluationfunctions for checkers and Othello. The check-ers evaluation function is ported from Chinook,the current man-machine world champion [16].The Othello evaluation function is ported fromA��da (a program developed at the University ofLeiden). For the 15-puzzle we use the Manhat-tan distance function with the linear conictheuristic [8] and the last move heuristic [11].4.2 Parallel search in MultigameWe have implemented several parallel searchalgorithms, including alpha-beta search, IDA*,and MTD(f). (We also implemented sequen-

tial ProofNumber search [1].) As explained inSection 3.2, the problem with parallel gametree search is how to deal with the di�erentforms of overhead (search overhead, synchro-nization overhead, communication overhead,and load imbalance). We tried to �nd a goodbalance between all overheads and also imple-mented important optimizations to minimizethe search time of a game-tree.We use a dynamic load-balancing strategybased on work-stealing. We implemented a dis-tributed job-queue to transfer work from oneto another processor. Each processor has itsown local job-queue. If a processor wants topost a job, it puts it in its own queue. If aprocessor wants to grab a job, it �rst looksin its own queue, and if the queue is empty,it sends a request-for-work message to anotherprocessor. If the other processor does not havework in its job-queue, yet another processoris tried in round-robin order, until there is aprocessor that has work. If all processors havebeen polled unsuccessfully, the processor waitsa small amount of time to avoid ooding thenetwork with request-for-work messages beforea new polling round is started. A job that hasbeen put into the queue can also be cancelledwhenever it turns out to be not of interest anymore.To reduce the search overhead, we use theYoungest Brothers Wait algorithm, describedin [5]. With this algorithm, the children of anode may be evaluated in parallel only if its�rst successor has been evaluated completely.This forces a reasonable bound for �, so thatthe forked-o� children are not searched with anunnecessarily wide (�-�) window.An important optimization is to send up-dates of search arguments to jobs that havealready been started. For example, in the par-allel alpha-beta variant, we send an updatemessage whenever the alpha-beta window fora grabbed job is narrowed. This turned out tobe very hard to implement correctly, becausethe new bound has to be propagated through-out the subtree. Furthermore, all kinds of raceconditions had to be dealt with.Another important optimizations is that a



processor does not wait (and become idle)when the result of a parent node cannot be de-termined while another processor is still busyevaluating one of the children. Instead, itleaves the node behind and grabs anotherjob. This almost eliminates the synchroniza-tion overhead, but increases the search over-head because the processor eagerly grabs jobsthat might have been cancelled if it would havewaited for the child to �nish.4.3 The transposition tableThe most important heuristic that speeds upgame-tree search is the transposition table.Actually, the name \game-tree" is a misnomer,because the search space is a graph rather thana tree. Many games allow the same position tobe reached by di�erent sequences of moves. Inchess, for example, the opening moves d4{Nf6{e3 yield the same position as e3{Nf6{d4. Thetransposition table [20] is a well-known tech-nique to detect and exploit such transpositions.The transposition table is a large hash-tablethat caches the results of sub-trees that havealready been searched. Each board position ishashed to a signature which has a typical size of64 bits. The signature is subsequently mappedto an index of the table. Each entry in thetable contains a tag (to check signature val-ues), and some search-strategy speci�c �elds,such as the result of the position that has beensearched (in two-player games this is the mini-max value), the best move from that position,and the depth to which the position has beensearched.To illustrate how transposition tables work,assume a program needs to search a given po-sition for n plies (half moves). The program�rst looks in the transposition table. If it �ndsan entry whose tag matches the signature, theposition has already been searched2. If the po-sition was searched at least n plies, the value inthe table is used. The entire subtree beneath2The mapping between position and signature is notperfect, so there is a chance that the entry correspondsto another position with the same signature, albeit verysmall.

the position thus is not searched again, whichgreatly reduces the search time. If the positionwas searched, but to less than n plies, the in-formation in the table (the \best move" �eld)is used as a hint for move-ordering, which alsoreduces the search time.Each time after a position has beensearched, the results of the search are storedin the transposition table. We use 2-way as-sociative tables with a replacement scheme de-scribed in [3] in the case that a new entry com-petes with an old one for a place in the table.We have put much e�ort in the implemen-tation of a distributed transposition table, be-cause the performance of many games criticallydepends on the e�ciency of the implementa-tion. We implemented three di�erent strate-gies for a shared transposition table: parti-tioned, replicated, and private.� In the partitioned implementation, eachprocessor holds part of the transpositiontable. Whenever a process wants to reador write an entry that is not stored on thesame processor, a message is sent to theprocessor that holds the entry. The com-munication overhead is large, especiallysince a read operation requires fully syn-chronous (blocking) communication.� In the replicated version, all processorskeep the entire table in main memory.Processors synchronize their tables byfrequently broadcasting new updates toother processors. Read operations aredone locally. Write operations are sent toall processors. A disadvantage of a repli-cated table is that it can hold fewer entriesthan a partitioned table, since each entryis stored on all machines. Also, the totalnumber of messages that needs to be pro-cessed by all processors will be larger thanfor a partitioned table (unless the numberof updates is much smaller than the num-ber of lookups).� In the private version, each processor hasits own transposition table: all reads and



writes are done locally. There is no com-munication overhead, but the usefulness ofthe transposition table is limited, since aprocessor will never get information aboutpositions searched by other processors, re-sulting in a larger search overhead.Unfortunately, the most e�cient implemen-tation depends on many (hardware and soft-ware) factors. The ratio between processorspeed and network speed, the available amountof memory for the table, and the number ofCPUs are important factors. Also, the kind ofgame that is being played has some impact.Some games (e.g. checkers) build trees withmany transpositions, thus making the com-munication overhead of a shared table smallerthan the search overhead of a private ta-ble. Another game-dependent factor is thetime spent in the evaluation function (an in-tricate evaluation function yields a high com-putation/communication ratio). A high ratiobetween transposition table reads and writesmay favor the replicated implementation. Onthe other hand, a deep search which requiresmany entries to be stored favors the parti-tioned implementation, because it can storemany more entries than the replicated imple-mentation, given the same amount of memory.Yet another factor is the interrupt latencytime, which can become dominant. We ob-served that polling for messages instead ofsending an interrupt upon message arrival cangreatly improve performance under some cir-cumstances [12]. One way to avoid interruptsfor transposition table reads and writes is touse dedicated transposition table servers. Inthis case, the transposition table is stored ononly a few processors, which do not participatein the tree search. These processors can pollfor read and write requests and return repliesimmediately.4.4 The history heuristicAnother heuristic that is used for move order-ing is the history heuristic. The heuristic takesadvantage of the fact that the best move from

one position is often the best move from a sim-ilar position. The history table isolates themoving piece from the surrounding pieces andrecords how frequently a possible move is thebest move. When a position is searched, itschildren are sorted in descending order of fre-quency. This way, the most promising move issearched �rst.Sharing a history table on a distributed sys-tem is less critical for the performance thansharing a transposition table. Each processorkeeps its own history table, and once per sec-ond we synchronize these tables by sending thechanges of the last second to other processors.This does not involve much communication.5 Performance resultsWe have done several performance measure-ments on Multigame. Our primary develop-ment platform is the Amoeba system, whichconsists of 50 MHz MicroSPARC processorsconnected by a Myrinet network. Myrinet isa gigabit switched network. On Myrinet, weuse fast message passing software [12], witha 50 �s latency for unicast messages. Themessage passing software is based on the Illi-nois Fast Messages library which was extendedwith multicast primitives and interrupt drivenmessage delivery [19], and is integrated withthe thread scheduler. Sending messages isdone from user-space, avoiding expensive ker-nel boundary crossings.In the following sections, we show perfor-mance results for the 15-puzzle, checkers, andOthello.5.1 15-puzzle performanceTable 1 shows the execution times for an-alyzing a random position of the 15-puzzle(position 66 from Korf's test set [10]). Nor-mally, parallel IDA* search has very non-deterministic search times: due to the randomwork distribution, it is possible that one pro-cessor �nds the solution almost immediately,so that the execution terminates at a random



#procs time speedup #evals1 1850 1.00 205678022 967 1.91 207736194 517 3.58 210150938 290 6.38 21109169Table 1: Results for the 15-puzzle. Time is inseconds. #evals shows the number of calls tothe evaluation function.moment. It is even possible to obtain a su-perlinear speedup in this way. For our mea-surements, we avoid this behavior by readingthe search timer before the last iteration be-gins. This way, the tree that is searched (orrather the graph) is almost constant. The factthat 8 processors search a few more nodes than1 processor is explained by the fact that sometranspositions are searched by multiple pro-cessors, despite the shared transposition ta-ble. We use a replicated transposition tablewith 220 entries. Without the shared table,the search overhead is much worse, and doesnot compensate for the reduced communica-tion overhead.The performance numbers in Table 1 showthat we obtain good speedups. The reasonthat we obtain less than 100% e�ciency isthat we use a shared transposition table whichcauses communication. However, without thetable the sequential version performs muchworse, and we feel that we should compare thespeedups to an optimal sequential version.5.2 Checkers performanceWe also measured the performance of thecheckers application. We use the MTD(f) al-gorithm as search strategy, because it outper-forms alpha-beta. The trees built by checkershave many transpositions, so the applicationbene�ts heavily from the shared (replicated)transposition table. The history heuristic isalso very useful for this application. Comparedto the 15-puzzle, the evaluation function we usefor checkers is much more intricate, so a largefraction of the run-time is spent in the evalua-

tion function.We repeatedly measured the execution timefor one board position on multiple proces-sors and noticed that the execution times dif-fered from run to run. Due to the randomwork distribution and speculative search, anon-deterministic number of nodes is searched,hence the execution times di�er. This problemcan be worked around by doing a large num-ber of runs and averaging the execution times.However, we also noticed that some test po-sitions result in better average speedups thanother positions. We therefore repeatedly tookone of the twenty test position from Plaat'stest set [14] at random, measured the searchtimes and the number of times the evaluationfunction was called on 1, 2, 4, and 8 proces-sors, computed the speedup and search over-head for this test position, and �nally averagedall speedups and search overheads.#procs speedup search overhead1 1.00 0%2 1.55 27%4 2.33 55%8 3.25 91%Table 2: Results for checkers.Table 2 show that we do obtain speedups,but not as good as with the 15-puzzle. The lastcolumn shows that we su�er from a substan-tial search overhead; on 8 processors 91% moreevaluations are performed than on 1 proces-sor. As is explained in Section 3.2, the searchoverhead is inherent to two-player search algo-rithms like MTD(f) due to the speculative waywork is stolen.5.3 Othello performanceWe also did performance measurements onOthello, again using the MTD(f) algorithmand using the same heuristics as were used withcheckers. However, some properties of Othelloare di�erent from checkers. Where checkersbuilds trees with many transpositions, transpo-



sitions in Othello are rare (although the trans-position table is still useful for move order-ing). Furthermore, checkers trees are narrowand deep, while trees built by Othello are muchwider. Naturally, we use another evaluationfunction for Othello.#procs speedup search overhead1 1.00 0%2 1.44 35%4 2.18 71%8 2.74 141%Table 3: Results for Othello.In Table 3 we show the average speedups andsearch overheads for Othello. Again, the testpositions are randomly chosen from Plaat'sOthello test set [14]. The speedup is somewhatworse than for checkers, because the searchoverhead is higher (141% vs. 95%).6 Conclusions and futureworkIn this paper we described Multigame, an ap-plication domain speci�c language used forplaying board games. A Multigame programformally expresses the rules of a game. Fromthese rules the Multigame compiler automati-cally generates a parallel program that can playthe game, using the knowledge it has about itsapplication domain. The programmer's taskis simpli�ed because he or she is freed fromthinking about parallel issues like communica-tion, synchronization, work- and data distri-bution, and deadlock prevention. Instead, theprogrammer only has to choose a few parame-ters, which inuence the (parallel) behavior ofthe program.Performance measurements show that weobtain good performance. We are in the pro-cess of porting Multigame to a cluster with200 MHz Pentium Pro processors connectedwith a fast Myrinet switching network. Thiscluster uses much faster processors than the

50 MHz MicroSPARC processors we use now,and will �nally consist of 64 nodes, being amuch more modern and interesting platformthan our present cluster.We are also working on a new, more e�cientdistributed transposition table by customizingthe network coprocessors on the Myrinet net-work interfaces. The idea is to run applica-tion speci�c code on the network processorto relieve the host processors. This way, thenetwork processor services transposition tableaccesses from other processors without inter-rupting the host processor. Initial results arepromising.Future research will focus on other appli-cation domain oriented languages. We recog-nized that it was hard to implement distributedsearch strategies e�ciently and correctly, andwe will investigate whether programming dis-tributed search strategies is easier with an ap-plication domain speci�c language that is es-pecially designed for this purpose.AcknowledgmentsAske Plaat provided useful comments on adraft version of this paper. Arnold Geels de-vised Gamespeak, a predecessor of the Multi-game language. We thank Jonathan Schae�erfor providing us with the sources of Chinookand Jacco Gnodde and Dennis Breuker for pro-viding us with the sources of A��da.References[1] L.V. Allis. Searching for Solutions inGames and Arti�cial Intelligence. PhDthesis, Rijksuniversiteit Limburg, Maas-tricht, the Netherlands, September 1994.[2] H.E. Bal and R. van Renesse. A Sum-mary of Parallel Alpha-Beta Search Re-sults. ICCA Journal, 9(3):146{149, 1986.[3] D.M. Breuker, J.W.H.M. Uiterwijk, andH.J. van den Herik. Replacement Schemesand Two-Level Tables. ICCA Journal,19(3):175{180, 1996.
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